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**Council Made These Recommendations Monday**

1. Establish a committee to advise or work with the Finance Committee for the express purpose of devising ways and means to raise money to be returned to the Activity Fund. Or, delegate this responsibility to the Finance Committee.

2. Give each organization now drawing money from the Activity Fund the opportunity and responsibility of obtaining part of its budget from sources other than the Activity Fund, i.e., by personal levy, projects or other constructive work. This will serve the following two-fold purpose:
   1. It will lessen the drain on the Activity Fund and,
   2. It will give the organization and its individual members an incentive to cooperate and work together thus contributing to the general morale and spirit of the College.

3. Provide an understandable financial report to each organization eligible for Activity Funds so these organizations and individual members concerned can better understand the necessity for decreases in their budgets and thus allow them to adjust their budgets in accordance or make efforts to obtain funds from other sources.

4. Present a clear-cut, well-defined statement of what can and cannot be done with money from the Activity Fund.

5. Provide for return of unused allocation to the Activity Fund as soon as an organizational surplus is discovered. This will make the funds available to other organizations during the same year in which the Activity Fee was levied.

**Recommendations marked thus were discussed at the joint Finance-Representative Council meeting. Clarification of regulations pertaining to them has been promised.**

**Selective Service Outlines Criteria For Deferment**

Second in the 1953-54 series of College Qualification Tests will be administered 22 April 1954. Selective Service Officials have announced that eligible students should apply for the tests as soon as possible.

To be eligible to apply for the college qualification test a student must (1) intend to request deferment as a student and (2) be satisfactorily pursuing a full-time course of instruction. The student must not have previously taken the Selective Service College Qualification Test.

The present criteria for deferment as an undergraduate student are either a satisfactory score (79) on the test or specific rank in class (upper half of the males in the freshman class, upper two thirds of the males in the sophomore class, or upper three fourths of the males in the junior class).

Graduate students must have been in the upper half of their classes during their senior year or make a score of 75 or better on the test.

The Selective Service System reports it is not mandatory for local boards to defer students who meet the criteria. The criteria have been established only as a yardstick which local boards may or may not use according to their own manpower needs.

**Off Campus Figures Top Last Years' Enrollment by 40**

Off-campus enrollment figures this year show a total of 417 persons enrolled, an increase of 40 persons over last year. Rochester has the largest enrollment, 94, followed by Austin, 53.

Most of the courses offered are for elementary teachers working on either two or four year degrees. Courses are designed to keep rural teachers up to date on the latest instructional methods and at the same time enable them to get their degrees sooner.

Teachers college instructors teaching off-campus courses include Miss Farner, Miss Sweeney, Miss Aarestad, Dr. Nydegger, and Mr. David Davis. Many of the courses taught at Austin and Rochester are Jambled by qualified instructors from the junior colleges in those cities. Mr. Murphy from Red Wing is teaching at Zumbrota.

**State Selects Eight For College Who's Who**

Eight senior students have been selected to represent Winona State Teachers College in the annual publication of Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges.

Those elected were: Valerie Ciemaski, Kathleen Keene, Richard Kowles, Lois Mohr, Shirley Rauch, Harold Schoen, John Streed and Janice Wees.

The students were elected by the sophomore, junior and senior members of the Student Association on the basis of scholarship, leadership, service, attitude and character.

Valerie is an English and art major and is an active member of the Newman Club, the English Club, IRC, Kappa Pi, and is a staff member of both the Winonan and Wasonah. Kathleen is a physical education major with minors in science. She belongs to the Science Club, Kappa Delta Pi, YWCA, the Women's PE Club and to WAA.

Dick is a physical education major. He is actively interested in the Newman Club, "W" Club, and plays football, basketball and baseball on the varsity teams. Lou is a physical education major and is captain of the orientation team. She is active in the Science Club, the Wasonah staff, the Wasonah Players, YWCA, Wesley Club, on the cheerleading squad, in the Women's PE Club and in WAA.

Shirley, another physical education major, is in the band, Royal Guard, on the cheerleading squad, in the Women's PE Club and in WAA.

Harry, an elementary education major, is president of FTA, a member of the orientation team, president of the senior class, a member of the Radio Guild, and the Young Democrats. Jack is an English major and an art minor. He is a member of the orientation team, the Wasonah players and the English Club and is president of the Student Representative Council.

Janice, another elementary education minor, is active in the band, college chorus, FTA, YWCA, and WAA.

**Guarding Freedom Teachers' Greatest Task—Eisenhower**

President Eisenhower in a recent statement, has outlined a great task for American teachers. The task is to "guard with devoted vigilance the freedom of thought and discussion which inspires free men to teach all men how to be free."

In the statement the President called on "our whole citizenry to help the teachers in that role. "Our teachers," Eisenhower said, "are summoned to be patriots in the highest sense of the word; to teach the principles that bring freedom and justice to life; to make clear that enjoyment of liberties means acceptance of duty; and to impart the priceless knowledge that duty, in an age of peril, means sacrifice."

**Activity Fund Regulations**

Dr. Minne, Finance Committee To Study Suggested Revisions

Recommendations for revision of regulations governing disbursement of Student Activity Funds were presented to the Finance Committee Monday night by the Student Representative Council.

Included in the recommendations were the elimination of Thanksgiving poultry for the janitorial staff from the general budget and the elimination of the student telephone now located in the business office.

Other recommendations carried as joint Finance-Representative Council recommendations were:

I. Establishment of a committee to compile definite requirements for janitors working at extra-curricular activities; the undertaking of an investigation into lack of student participation in college social activities; a recommendation that the Council meet bi-weekly instead of monthly and a recommendation that only active participation in clubs and organizations should serve as criterion for inclusion of individual membership listings in the Wasonah.

In discussing recommended changes to the Activity Fund disbursement procedures, Dr. Minne pointed out that "Winona State Teachers College has always been a college for students of limited means. He stated, "The idea of the Activity Fund is to have uniform charges so that all students can take part in all school activities."

The recommendations, if accepted, will provide for the establishment of a commission to devise ways and means of obtaining additional money for the Activity Fund; organizations obtaining money from sources other than the Activity Funds; an understandable report of Activity Fund finances; a clear-cut, well-defined statement of what can and cannot be done with money from the Activity Fund; and, the immediate return of unused allocations to the Fund.

Representing the Finance Committee were Dr. Nels Minne, Dr. R. L. Lokensgard, Miss M. M. Stefferson, Mr. W. Specht, Mr. Willmuth Price and Mr. Fred Heyer.

**Try-Outs**

Winona players will hold winter tryouts Dec. 2 at 7:15 p.m. Interested persons are asked to bring a three-minute reading to the auditorium at that time. Technician registration will be accomplished in Room 111 at the same time.
Malice Toward Some—
—From The Editor's Desk

About Editorial Policy—

It's all a matter of perspective.

Certain of the faculty have expressed the view that the main function of a college newspaper is to represent student views within the bounds of decorum, conservatism and tradition.

On the other hand, certain students have expressed the view that the main function of a college newspaper is to harass the administration.

The Winonan subscribes to neither belief.

It's all a matter of perspective.

Letters
To the Editor

Beginning in this issue, the Winonan will feature a "Letters to the Editor" column. To make this column as useful as we must, naturally, receive letters from the students concerning current campus activity.

This column will be conducted for the expression of student thought because, as mature citizens, college students should develop the habit of self expression and a social consciousness.

We will not, however, print the name of such desire is expressed.

The Editor

Dear Editor,

Two weeks ago I took a tour through Memorial Hall, and was I disappointed! I know that colors are wonderful, and that we are privileged to have been given such a useful building. The colors of paint used is horrible! I know that I'm not an artist and that I do not have an artist's sense of color perception, but I do think the colors should be planned so as to be pleasing and harmonious. The individual light colors are pleasant, but the neutral color binding the brighter ones together seems to clash with the other colors.

And I know that I am not the only student who feels that the color scheme is inadequate. Please consider this letter as a vote of the individuals and combination of colors in Memorial Hall.

A Student

Men Indicted for Slobby Appearance, Women Passable

T.C. Poll Shows

by Barb Gaddis

There's room for improvement! seems to be the common opinion in regard to student appearance if comments recently made by various members of the college can be taken at face value. Your intrepid reporter hereby reports comments without prejudice but with some qualms:

Every observant man has expressed their disapproval of college women wearing jeans. Some suggest that some of the women improve the appearance of their hair and keep their clothes neat. It was commonly felt, however, that the women who lounged by the window and let loose at intervals a ravenous laugh that startled even the geniuses of the third floor were a gay-hearted Leghorn with no sense of line and lip, and the imbecile, a soft-eyed little animal seeking the shadows.

The Winonan is happy to congratulate State's 1953 Homecoming Queen: Drexel Rice. May her reign be as successful as she is pretty and as satisfying as she is gracious.

About Esprit De Corps—

Esprit de corps, according to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, is "the common spirit pervading the members of a group." It implies enthusiasm, devotion, andjealous regard for the honor of the group.

Esprit de corps is a funny thing. When an organization has it that organization can seldom explain where the feeling came from or how it happened to become an integral part of the actions of each member.

When an organization, be it large or small, doesn't have esprit de corps, it ceases to be an organization. Instead, it becomes an aggregate of individuals doing as little as possible for the good of the group and each working under the assumption that "George will do the heavy work so why should I bother?"

The "Georgia" at Winona State Teachers College must be very tired of doing the "heavy work". If they aren't they should be. They have every right to be.

We do not mean to imply that participation in activities is the only work of Esprit De Corps.

Enthusiasm, devotion, and jealousy for the honor of the school should be part of every activity — from the freshman class YOU attend to YOUR senior class.

Let's get with it. Let's shake the lethargy that hangs over State like a shroud. Let's make Winona the goin'est school in Minnesota.

There's no reason why it can't be done — all it takes is esprit de corps.

About the Queen—

The Winonan is happy to congratulate State's 1953 Homecoming Queen: Drexel Rice. May her reign be as successful as she is pretty and as satisfying as she is gracious.

She must have been a great help to the Student Council. For information, advice and complaints, see them. Remember, you have elected them — they are interested in serving you.

Senior Class:
Harry Schoen — President
Jan Wees — Vice President
Valerie Clempson — Secretary
Marylyn Von Bargen — Finance
Mae Wager — Library
Janet Majerus — Public Relations
Kay Keese — Social

Junior Class:
Curt Legvold — President
Dave Mahlke — Vice President
Sandra Stephens — Assembly
Jerry Grebin — Finance
Donna Daun — Public Relations
Carol Ask — Social

Sophomore Class:
Scott Tolleson — President
Bobbie Noland — Vice President
Nancy Gynild — Assembly
Arnie Boese — Finance
George Steck — Public Relations

Freshman Class:
Pete Groves — President
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The System
An Indictment

"I have taught in high school for ten years. During that time I have given assignments, among others, to a murderer, as evangelist, a pugilist, a thief, and an imbecile. The murderer was a quiet little boy who asked for the fruit and regarded me with pale blue eyes; the evangelist, easily the most popular, had the look in the junior class; the pugilist lounged by the windows and let loose at intervals a ravenous laugh that startled even the geniuses of the third floor; the thief was a gay-hearted Leghorn with no sense of line and lip; and the imbecile, a soft-eyed little animal seeking the shadows."
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And I know that I am not the only student who feels that the color scheme is inadequate. Please consider this letter as a vote of the individuals and combination of colors in Memorial Hall.

A Student

The System
An Indictment

"I have taught in high school for ten years. During that time I have given assignments, among others, to a murderer, as evangelist, a pugilist, a thief, and an imbecile. The murderer was a quiet little boy who asked for the fruit and regarded me with pale blue eyes; the evangelist, easily the most popular, had the look in the junior class; the pugilist lounged by the windows and let loose at intervals a ravenous laugh that startled even the geniuses of the third floor; the thief was a gay-hearted Leghorn with no sense of line and lip; and the imbecile, a soft-eyed little animal seeking the shadows."

The murderere awaits death in the state penitentiary; the evangelist lingers on a year now in the village churchyard; the pugilist lost an eye in a brawl in Hong Kong; the thief by standing on tip toes, can see the windows of my room from the country jail; and the sordid-eyed little mother beats her head against a pail with which she sought to deface her infant son, a state asylum."

"All of these pupils once sat in my English class and looked at me gravely across worn brown desks. I must have been a great help to them — they are interested in the rhyme scheme of the Eliza-bebethian sonnet and how to diagram the rhyming scheme of the Eliza-bebethian sonnet."

The murderere awaits death in the state penitentiary; the evangelist lingers on a year now in the village churchyard; the pugilist lost an ey
Vets Appreciate G.I. Bill Opportunity
by Shirley Balzum

When you talk to a veteran, and come back to school after spending three or four years in the service? This is the question when I batted back the curtains of the veterans on our campus, and most of them agreed that it's a pretty fine experience.

Take Merlin Voa Bargen for example. Merlin spent five years in the Marine Corp, having enlisted upon graduation from high school. Now he's back in school as a biology major and a business and social studies minor.

He says coming back to school is 'The best thing a person can do. It's an opportunity for a free education so why not take advantage of it; one will probably never have another chance like it.'

Merlin doesn't feel, however, that the choice of school was an important one; in fact, his philosophy is 'You get out of a school only what you put into it.'

Ken Rinka, an X-ray technician in the Air Forces, particularly in Japan and Korea. He too is highly in favor of the G.I. Bill as a means of giving the veterans an opportunity to further their education. He said that he found it a little difficult to go back to school at first, but by the end of six weeks he'd really gotten into it a swing of things. Ken finds the instructors and the school as a whole, highly satisfactory, but he thinks the students could show a little more school spirit.

Another Air Force member was Ken Rinka who spent considerable time in Japan and Korea. He too is highly in favor of the G.I. Bill as a means of giving the veterans an opportunity to further their education. He said that he found it a little difficult to go back to school at first, but by the end of six weeks he'd really gotten into it a swing of things. Ken finds the instructors and the school as a whole, highly satisfactory, but he thinks the students could show a little more school spirit.

Another of the fellows I talked to was Marshall Crowder, a G.I. Bill man, with an associate in education. He said that he found it easy to go back to school, and that the G.I. Bill was a very good thing especially for people who couldn't otherwise have gone to college. Like the others he finds Winona State College to his liking, but he thinks that the student body as a whole could cooperate a little better.

I think from these interviews that it is quite apparent that our veterans really appreciate the opportunity to go to school which has been provided for them by the G.I. Bill.

Senior Class Prexy Says Job Well Done

From the tables down at Morrey Hall to the place where Sherry dwells, there are seniors everywhere, from the crop or king of the school—oh yes, the seniors have what it takes. Everybody wants to be a senior, but only the seniors are seniors—just ask them.

This year, a senior was assigned to each of these areas and made responsible for the morale of that area. In this way it was possible to keep the morale high in these areas.

At the time, four years ago, we had a big group of high-school minded freshmen who came down to the college and gave it their all. However, just how they did things back in their high-school days?

As the years rolled on, some married, some flunked, some were drafted and others just plain quit. That leaves us with the few makings of real college students. They were the ones that found the game and the college could teach them a few things that they never dreamed were possible at the home-town high school.

As the years progressed, it became more and more difficult to keep the seniors satisfied. However, with the help of the seniors, the college was able to keep the morale high.

The seniors are quite proud of the college and the things they have accomplished.

The seniors are quite proud of the college and the things they have accomplished.

Now graduation is almost here. June 9, 1964, is just around the corner. Graduation— the Bach.

The seniors are quite proud of the college and the things they have accomplished.

Now graduation is almost here. June 9, 1964, is just around the corner. Graduation— the Bach. All things considered, it is my belief that an education is like a complex jigsaw puzzle, that education is a whole.

All manuscripts should be submitted to the senior class of Winona State Teachers College. You have nearly completed a job well done.

— Harry Schorn

Fifth Communications

Henry (Tuney) Burkard had already attended this college in 1949 before enlisting in the service where he spent considerable time with the 5th Communications Group in Korea. He says that one can't go wrong back to school on the G.I. Bill. He had no trouble at all adjusting o the school since he'd already been here before, and as you see, he looks pretty satisfied with it.

This may make it sound as if nearly all the vets on the campus were in the Air Force, but that's the branch in which Delmar Ollson also spent three and a half years. He agrees with the others that the G.I. Bill is a very good thing especially for people who wouldn't otherwise have gone to college. Like the others he finds Winona State College to his liking, but he thinks that the student body as a whole could cooperate a little better.

I think from these interviews that it is quite apparent that our veterans really appreciate the opportunity to go to school which has been provided for them by the G.I. Bill.
They Like It! They Like It!
Frosh and State Go Well Together
By Pat Olson

"We like it!" This seems to be the general opinion of the Frosh about Winona State, its activities, and the upperclassmen.

These are some of the questions various freshmen were asked and their answers:

Now that initiation is over, what are your feelings toward the upperclassmen?

Judy Hammons promptly replied, "Oh, I think that way down deep under their crusty exterior, they're swell."

Dick Garvin came up with the shortest answer: "O.K."

Rosalia Borja after thinking it over for a few seconds, "I didn't mind it at all because it's just a custom — for fun."

Jerry Leon gave a negative answer, "Burn them at the stake."

Darlene Johnson said thoughtfully, "I still mind it at all because it's just a traditional custom. It's a part of college life."

"Sure! People are better friends after being initiated and the upperclassmen. I think we should have them every year.

Frosh and State Like It!

"Oh sure, very much!"

"Sure. It's a part of college life."

"Sure. It's a part of college life."

"I still think of the Frosh about Winona State. Why or why not?"

Wally Northrup replied, "Yes. I want to get all your classmates. I think we should have more of them though."

---

T.C. Foreign Enrollees Compare Favorably
With National Average

A recent bulletin published by the Institute of International Education contains statistics concerning the enrollment of foreign students in the U.S.A. It is of interest to compare these figures with the foreign student enrollment at Winona State.

According to the bulletin, 33,671 foreign students from 128 countries are enrolled in colleges and universities throughout the country. One-third of the students were more than the Near East, one-fourth are from Europe, one-fourth from Latin America, and one-seventh from Canada.

How does T.C. compare with these statistics? Of our three foreign students, two are from the Near East and one is from Europe. It is an interesting point that more foreign students major in Gothic but almost all the other field. Engineering ranks a close second. State's foreign students are specializing in math and English, art, and elementary teaching.

"Yes! They should have them every year. They're pretty good kids."

LaVerne Bundy stopped when he was doing long enough to say: "Bunch of swell guys and girls — the greater per cent, that is."

---

Girl for the Masses
by Valerie Cleminski

If you ever find yourself in the presence of a group of art enthusiasts who are in the midst of a discussion dedicated to modern art, you will hear words such as Cubism and Impressionism being used constantly, and all you can do is try to look intelligent. You have a vague idea what these terms mean, but you haven't really heard them some place before.

"Well, I think I know what Impressionism is, you say to yourself. That's the thing that paints his own impressions of an object. That's your definition of Impressionism — but, alas, your definition is so wrong.

Impressionism is not the artist's impressions, but it is a way of painting which depicts light and sunlight, and is primarily concerned with landscapes painted in the open air. Realistic Impressionist painting is not entirely realistic, not symbolistic, not romantic, imagination, originality, perfections are what the artist feels about his subject, but only what he sees at a distance. Furthermore, the Impressionist painter attempts to depict the sparkle, the vibration, and the play of sunlight through the use of many little dabs of pigment of different colors. In doing this, the lines become blurred, the forms obscured. However, as the observer moves back, away from the canvas, the picture grows clearer.

Because of the revolutionary method in technique, the Impressionists were ridiculed. For a long time they had a hard time making a living. Nevertheless, they painted on. Finally, at the end of the century demand for their paintings was created and they were acknowledged to be "rocketed". Today, the works of some famous Impressionists are so popular and so much money is made as old masters and nineteenth century Impressionist paintings are bought and sold by others in gallery popularity.

So you were wrong about your definition of Impressionism. The Impressionists were ridiculed for a long time they had a hard time making a living. Nevertheless, they painted on. Finally, at the end of the century demand for their paintings was created and they were acknowledged to be "rocketed". Today, the works of some famous Impressionists are so popular and so much money is made as old masters and nineteenth century Impressionist paintings are bought and sold by others in gallery popularity.

That chapter you're reading is called "Modern" and it concerns the modern art movement as we did. After all, we had to do it — why shouldn't you?"

---

Compulsory Assemblies—Yes! — A Junior

We too often are inclined to think only in terms of ourselves and our own comfort when it comes to assembly attendance. It is not our goal to force any of you to do anything; it is only a very small part of the college picture, but how much out of focus we can make that picture when it appears before an assembly speaker.

Many people are complete strangers to Winona and to the college. Winona is little more than another name to them. The first time they speak they will be hoping for too much, but how likely to be their last.

So here we have a strange speaker, who has something to offer, or he wouldn't be here, and who needs an audience to receive what he has to give. If assembly attendance weren't required, would you bother to go? Probably not. What kind of an audience would that give the speaker? Five or six faculty members probably and a sprinkling of so-called adult college students.

Stop and think a minute, what impression would that leave that could be good or bad, and remember it's probably his first and last assembly. The audience is a part of the education, and the real part is up to you. They can be worthwhile or a waste of time.

Of course, all the assemblies can't interest you, that would be hoping for too much, but how are you going to tell which assemblies are worthwhile unless you go to every one as you're supposed to? And another thing, now that you're in college, it's assumed you're a lot smarter and you can take your classes just because you're in college.

But that chapter you're reading is called "Modern" and it concerns the modern art movement as we did. After all, we had to do it — why shouldn't you?"

---

In the Service

Pfc. John Martin
Company "A"
SM7 AAA
Arlington Hall Station
Arlington 12, Virginia

Christmas Program
Frosh and State Go Well Together

Cliché
December 5, 1953

Compulsory Assemblies—No! — A Sophomore

We are living in America — a democracy. Since one of the basic principles of a democracy is the right of each person to choose their own future, we should be allowed to decide for himself whether or not to attend assemblies.

By the time a person reaches college, he is mature enough to decide if the material presented during the assembly programs is worth the time spent listening.

At times, other activities or duties are foremost and are more beneficial than sitting in assembly. Also, some students feel too outside jobs during their free hours. If they are earning their own money for college expenses they should not be penalized by being forced to give up their jobs and attend functions which do not directly apply to their college degree.

If a student finds assembly disagreeable in some way, he will consider his time at college's best employee; therefore, he could have better spent his time elsewhere, studying or reading. It is logical to say that students will want to attend assembly if the program is of a quality and interest which satisfies his intellectual desires.

If posters telling what the assembly program is about would be put up a day or two before the performance many students who are indifferent about attendance may have their interest roused and thereby be influenced to attend. If a student finds one assembly program enjoyable he will want to attend the next one, and all the others as long as they are agreeable to him.

Compulsory attendance may force students to attend assemblies which cannot force a student to listen to uninteresting speakers, or to assimilate knowledge which he has already absorbed. It is a prejudice against a speaker he was required to come and see, whether or not he has the slightest interest in the topic under discussion.

It’s a Date

Nov. 25 Thanksgiving Vacation 12:00 a.m.
Dec. 2 Community Concert — Barbers
Dec. 6 Winona Civic Chorus 8 p.m. Somsen Auditorium
Dec. 7 Registration — Winter Quarter 10:00 a.m.
Dec. 7 Registration — Winter Quarter 8:00 a.m. — Somsen Auditorium
Dec. 11 Pre-Christmas Dance 9:00 p.m. — Somsen Auditorium
Dec. 17 Christmas Program — College Choir 4:00 p.m.
Dec. 18 Christmas Vacation — 5:00 p.m.
**Warriors Meet Stout In Basketball Opener**

*By Bob Ziebell*

With the close of the football season, I think that congratulations and thanks are in order to the many people who helped make it a successful one. The coaching staff, and the team captains especially are to be commended on their fine leadership. The amount of work that goes into these positions is often slighted.

I think that the members of the team would also like to express their appreciation for the increased spirit and enthusiasm shown at the last home games. Let's just hope that this will continue through the coming basketball season.

As far as the '53-'54 basketball team is concerned, it is still pretty early to say anything definite. The squad is expected to be bolstered at the start of winter quarter by the return of lettermen Ron Richter and Pete Polus. Polus starred for the Warriors several years back, and has just returned from a hitch in the service. Richter last year set a new individual scoring record for one game by pouring through 39 points against Eau Claire State.

It will also be a great change, as far as Warrior Fans are concerned, to be seated in a gymnasium where everybody can see everything without sitting in your neighbor's lap. The visibility which the new gym offers will make the game a lot more interesting for the fans, and thus increase attendance. Somsen Gym was barely large enough to seat the student body, but there is plenty of room now, so let's see a good turnout at all the games.

**Warriors Winona Homecoming**

"The Little St. Cloud That Cried" spread a wet blanket over T.C.'s homecoming festivities, as they drenched the Warriors 18-0.

Although Huskie quarterback Bob Borgert showered the air with passes, St. Cloud could not score during the entire first half. Two of his passes were dropped in the end zone, as St. Cloud muffed every scoring opportunity it had.

Winona never really threatened until the end of the second quarter when Dick Kowles had a pass from Gene Olson snatched from his grasp within inches of the goal line.

St. Cloud ended the scoreless drought in the dying minutes of the second quarter, when Tunney Burkard and halfback, to a second team slot, and Grebin and Burkard will be returning to give more service to the Warrior cause next year.

A list of All-Conference choices followed:

Boese — Dick Kowles, Winona, and Ollie Czech, St. Cloud.
Tackles — Arnold Boese, Winona, and Jack Whitter, Bemidji.

The 1953 Minnesota Teachers College All-Conference squad, as chosen by the coaches of the teams in the league, included three members of the Warrior team. Named to positions on the first eleven were: end Dick Kowles, tackle Arnie Boese, and center George Hansen. Hansen also represented the Warriors on last year's team. To supplement these three, the coaches also named Vic Grabau, Warrie halfback, to a second team slot, and end Tunney Burkard and halfback Jerry Grebin were on the Honorable Mention list. Kowles, Hansen and Grabau have finished football at W.S.T.C. But Boese, Grebin and Burkard will be returning to give more service to the Warrior cause next year.

**Conference Standings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Cloud</td>
<td>3-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winona</td>
<td>2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorhead</td>
<td>2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemidji</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mankato</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coaches Announce All-Conference Team**

Four of this year's team stood out after several dismal seasons in the recent past. The coaching staff and were in the running for the conference title until the last game. Following are the players to be honored:

First Letter: Bob Borgert (Co-Captain)
Third Letter: Dick Kowles (Co-Captain), Russ Schmidt, Jerry Grebin, and Art Bartz.
Fourth Letter: George Hansen, Vic Grabau (Co-Captain), Russ Schmidt, Jerry Grebin, and Art Bianchi.

Women's Sports

*By L. Mohr*

Members of the Women's Athletic Association have been pushing the dust around out on the Phelps play area on Tuesday and Thursday. The girls have been playing a little softball, putting a punt, and soccer. This team sports comprise the fall activities of the W.A.A.

Sprinters, and spotters, tall and short, skilled and not so, they've been out playing the games. Bruised shins, stepped on toes, and sore muscles are all indicating marks of those who have participated. "But it's a great game," says Fern Marxchong as she limps off the field.

Early fall W.A.A. activities were delightfully highlighted by softball and W.A.A. picnic out at Hoizinger Lodge.

W.A.A. members are looking forward to a basketball playday at Luther College tomorrow, and then more basketball as winter quarter begins.

**Letterman Announced By Athletic Comm.**

The Athletic Committee announced Wednesday the awarding of 25 letters for the 1953 football season. The 4-4 record of this year's team stood out after several dismal seasons in the recent past. The coaching staff and was in the running for the conference title until the last game. Following are the players to be honored:

For the opening game of the '53-'54 basketball season, the Warriors from Winona will travel to Menomonie, Wisconsin, to meet the Blue Devils of Stout Institute.

Little is known about the Blue Devils, with the exception that they are expected to field a virtually the same team as last year. This will be the opener for both clubs, and the outlook of the Warriors is also still in doubt.

Last season, the Peds split with Stout, winning the opener 85-68, and dropping the second game 58-54. It seems that it would be almost safe to call the game a toss-up on this basis. The Warriors will also be fielding almost the same team as last year. But the Peds are lacking the height they had last year. The absence of Rod Lingenfelter, who graduated last year, and for the time being the absence of rancy Ron Richter is apt to hurt the Winonas. The only ones the Peds have available to fill spots are untried frosh. It is hoped that the hustling of veterans Captain Dick Kowles, George Hansen, Gene Fehrman, and Jerry Grebin will be enough to offset the toss-up.

Blue Devils Strength Remains Mystery

Warriors Begin Basketball Practice

Getting a bird's eye view of this year's Warrior basketballers we find seven talented lettermen returning plus five cagers to be named. Led by Captain Dick Kowles, who scored over 300 points last season and was named to the All-Conference team, the Purple and White should feature a much stronger team during the 1953-'54 campaign. Returning lettermen are Ron Richter, a senior who set an individual game scoring record last year with his 39 points against Eau Claire. George O'Reilly, shifty and clever guard from Goodhue, Jerry Grebin, left handed hook shot artist from Foreston, and Marty Fehrman from Ivanhoe. Also returning this year will be Pete Polus, Winona, and Tunney Burkard, who have recently returned from military service. Tiny Hoeffl, a transfer from Luther College, is a pretty bright coach Arn's cage attack.

Monroe will also be fielding almost the same team as last year. But the Peds are lacking the height they had last year. The absence of Rod Lingenfelter, who graduated last year, and for the time being the absence of top scorers from Winona who have recently returned from military service. Tiny Hoeffl, a transfer from Luther College, is a pretty bright coach Arn's cage attack.

Among the freshman talent are Don Cash, St. Cloud; and Bob Will, Mankato. The only ones the Peds have available to fill spots are untried frosh. It is hoped that the hustling of veterans Captain Dick Kowles, George Hansen, Gene Fehrman, and Jerry Grebin will be enough to offset the toss-up.
Crib-Notes

by Jan

"Meet you in the exchange" is a phrase as common around T.C. as quotes from real gone Bob Jones. Maybe it's small, crowded, and it just automáticamente fixes itself. But who hasn't fidgeted through second hour just longing to get down there for a cup of coffee?

At 9:50 every day the curtain must rise—blue—green with smoke. That plus the roaring hum of conversation and the clink of coffee cups pervades the place. And as you grab a coke and stand in the hall outside for a gab session.

There has been a certain amount of dissatisfaction about the place, but remember this is just a temporary location. Now that we have the new building and consequently more room, arrangements will be made for a bigger and better exchange (I hope).

Don't just you see it now—a place large enough so the smoke can rise to the ceiling and you can still use to walk through? Instead of four tables so students won't have to stand in the hall, and the walls a pretty pastel color. To exchange is a few months here and there. It could be called the Som Som and an Indian theme could be used for decoration since Indians play such an important part in our American history.

Well, that's just a pipe dream, (pardoning the pun) so let's concentrate on the present again. The exchange is all we have now so let's make the best of it. This means keeping it neat—returning dishes, putting pop bottles in cases, pushing chairs back and using the ash trays. Maybe, yes, I can have this Be Kind to Erna Week. If we're nice to her, maybe she'll be nice to us.

Attention! All red hot roosters of W.S.T.C.

Remember that it a new club will soon be introduced. The name of this organization is the Dynamo Club which means just what it implies. Each member is a human dynamo who backs the school to the best of his ability. When this club starts generating, lets all get behind it and help it roll.

In the front divisionFreistad Lodge won top honors, Kapaya Pi placed second and Science Club, the official award was presented to the faculty for their entry in the parade. Judges for the parade were Mr. Harry Schoen, Secretary Acaday, K. D. Wood, bands, and Miss Becky Morgan, majorettes.

Mr. Altrath who aided in carrying out activities were Mr. David Davis, faculty advisor; Fred Hayer, music; Mr. Harry Jackson, dance programs; Miss Fletora Murray, art faculty; Dr. John Sevedge, school assistants and faculty members who allowed students to be excused from classes to work on homecoming preparations.

Much To Be Thankful For—Harry Schoen

(Editor's note: Harry Schoen, Secretary Acaday, is in the process of doing a different editorial for Thanksgiving. This is a result of his unflagging interest in the students. It can be read parallel to next page. Next time the Wononan will know better.)

This is the time of year when we turn our thoughts toward Thanksgiving. What do we say we talk about it just a little? Grips? Of course there are. Hardly a day goes by without someone propounding something or other about the need for giving a little. The best is from hearing someone moaning about no mail in their box to the members of the band crying over the bad facilities which they must cope with during practice sessions.

Now I'll have to admit that I sympathize with that music maker crow no end. Take it or leave it, the band gets to practice. Personally, I often wonder how many musicians can make with such fine musical instruments more than a modern dungeon to work in.

Do you think it cool boy Remember, Thanksgiving? Oh yes, let's take a look at the fine things that we have around campus. Yes sir, we Warriors really have plenty to be thankful for.

Take the sum of the all of it up to think that if you had been born seventy-five years earlier and would have gone to T.C. in that day you would have had to spend your college days in a dirty building on the banks of the muddy Miss? That's where she was located back in the 1800's. Think of what it was in those days. Believe me, we are very lucky compared to the kids of that day.

I agree with you that there is reason to be cheerful, but basically we have a good school.

Let's take a look at another club, the Education University MONEY—I am heard said and myselfed, "I sure wish I had the dough to go to Carleton, St. Olaf or Gustavus. It sure would be nice."

It's a fine name for money, If we have $5.00 (how I wish I had five) we wish we had $10.00. The guy who had $10.00 would feel heavenly to be the owner of $20.00. It goes that way all along the holder.

Now most of us could place ourselves in the five buck bracket. We think always of having more, and have to constantly try to put in the money. Does the school supply us with a free public address system? No, we have to pay for it.

All in all we have things to be thankful for than hundreds of things to be thankful for here at State. All music is free, cafeteria chairs in the periodical corner at the library, the food down in the Moeby cafeteria. At any rate those chairs in the library are honeyes.

Even those guys over at Lucas and Preiss, are on the verge of giving a little thanksgiving. The boys of Lucas are glad they don't have to live with those Men of Distinction and the man of 369 West Broadway are equally happy that they don't have to mess with that Locust Lodge bunch.
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The boys of Lucas are glad they don't have to live with those Men of Distinction and the man of 369 West Broadway are equally happy that they don't have to mess with that Locust Lodge bunch.
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The boys of Lucas are glad they don't have to live with those Men of Distinction and the man of 369 West Broadway are equally happy that they don't have to mess with that Locust Lodge bunch.

We have as many people are interested in the biography of personalities in the entertainment world. Why? I don't know. Personally I am interested in many of the music they put out. Since I am here do you please, however, here are a few interesting facts about:

Patti Page, who has run the gauntlet from a hillbilly singer on the radio station just a few short years ago and now consistently hits the best-seller lists each time she sings a new song for Mercury.

While during her few months on shellach she sounded like every gal singer, (usually just like one who had a hit), she soon found her own style. Her biggest sellers via the aid of tape, have been double-voice renditions of such tunes as Tennessee Waltz.

Please let's not forget, With My Eyes Wide Open Dragnet, she earned about $665 weekly.

Since then, Patti has seldom sold fewer than 300,000 copies of any record and a few of her platters have passed the 1,000,000 mark.

Ray Anthony, whose record of Dragnet is the biggest orchestral selling record of recent months, is a former radio man who will not be seen in the upcoming film version of the late Marion's life. The young man, who joined the group in 1940 and left to go into the Navy in 1942, is too busy with his own band to take time off to do a stint in the film. Previous to Dragnet, his biggest was Nevertheless.

Hear Here!

by Ken Rika

Many people are interested in the biography of personalities in the entertainment world. Why? I don't know. Personally I am interested in many of the music they put out. Since I am here do you please, however, here are a few interesting facts about:

Patti Page, who has run the gauntlet from a hillbilly singer on the radio station just a few short years ago and now consistently hits the best-seller lists each time she sings a new song for Mercury.

While during her few months on shellach she sounded like every gal singer, (usually just like one who had a hit), she soon found her own style. Her biggest sellers via the aid of tape, have been double-voice renditions of such tunes as Tennessee Waltz.

Please let's not forget, With My Eyes Wide Open Dragnet, she earned about $665 weekly.

Since then, Patti has seldom sold fewer than 300,000 copies of any record and a few of her platters have passed the 1,000,000 mark.

Ray Anthony, whose record of Dragnet is the biggest orchestral selling record of recent months, is a former radio man who will not be seen in the upcoming film version of the late Marion's life. The young man, who joined the group in 1940 and left to go into the Navy in 1942, is too busy with his own band to take time off to do a stint in the film. Previous to Dragnet, his biggest was Nevertheless.

Books And You

by Marlene Majerus

Have you noticed the many new books in Maxwell Library? Why? If you enjoy your interests, you'll enjoy some of the things that you will enjoy.

One of the most entertaining books is The Story of America. If you have ever been interested in the history of America, you'll find this book interesting.

Another interesting book is The Story of America. If you have ever been interested in the history of America, you'll find this book interesting.

Monday's child is the best. It is full of interesting facts about:
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